REIMAGINING A FUTURE-READY WORKFORCE
Organizational support for return to the office and new hybrid work models

The pandemic has changed the way we live, work, and our workplace cultures. Not only
has the physical location of work changed but challenging questions have been raised
around how we work and why. From culture and engagement to productivity and
performance, organizations and leaders are working in a constant state of flux.
Whether your organization is planning a full return to the office or adopting a hybrid
work model, we can assist with that change, developing sustainable strategies, shifting
mindsets and supporting the psychological safety of your talent as they transition to a
new way of work.

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS

Implement effective and sustainable strategies for leading in-person and hybrid teams
Balance individual choices while maintaining connection, engagement, and productivity
Build trust and foster a culture of psychological safety
Improve change management and communication strategies
Shift personal and organizational mindsets

OUR OFFERING

TAILORED LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Provide learning experiences grounded in neuromanagement concepts to support the
development of new capabilities that help individuals shift mindsets and embrace change.
Agile Leadership: Working in a State of Flux
Relationships and Teamwork
Fostering Equity and Inclusion
Leading Change in a Transition to Hybrid Work
Managing Conflict

Change Management: Systems Thinking
Emotionally Intelligent Leadership
“HIP” Conversations - Creating Conversations
that are Honest, Inclusive and Productive
Building Trust and Psychological Safety

COACHING & ASSESSMENT

Embed behavioural change and provide additional opportunities for individuals to present their
challenges and engage in meaningful dialogue.
One-on-One Executive Coaching
Group Connect Chats with Professional Coach
SuccessFinder Assessment

EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS & EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

Establish a culture of wellbeing where employees feel connected to the organization, creating a
foundation where it becomes easy and convenient for employees to thrive at work, at home,
and in their communities.
Cultural evaluation with a focus on employee experience and psychological safety
Integrated wellbeing audit and data-driven strategy development
Internal communication planning and support focused on vision, values, and purpose

CAREER TRANSITION

Protect your employer brand by providing career transition services that treat those who do not
want to return or wil be impacted by workforce transformation with dignity and respect.
Executive Career Transition
Career Transition
Thrive Career Wellness Platform

READY TO INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE?

CONTACT US AT LEADERSHIP@OPTIMUMTALENT.COM OR 1.877.364.2605

Optimum Talent is a division of Gallagher Benefit Services (Canada) Group Inc. and provides expertise in Search Solutions,
Leadership, Assessment + Development and Career Transition + Outplacement. Optimum Talent is the exclusive distributor of
the Thrive Career Wellness Platform in Canada, providing the product to commercial clients.
Visit www.optimumtalent.com for more information.

